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CLEMSON WINS FROM DAVIDSON 32 TO 14 TIERS OF HILLS VS. SABRE GLOS INITIATES NEW MEMBERS:
TIGERSJF PLAINS
MORE TO EE TAKEN IN LATER
GAME FEATURED BY MANY SPEGTOLAR PLAY
Auburn to be Played Here
Padgett,
McMillan,
Justus,
Local Organization Petitioning
Sat rday
Sowell and others star for U. D. G, TO SPONS
REV.
H.
H.
SWEET
Scabbard and Blade
the Tigers. McCall and ParSaturday
Tiger will face Tiger this week
rish of Davidson Show The
PLAYJN
CHAPEL
ADDRESSES
GOR
on Riggs Field when the Auburn
Tigers Their Heels
One of the most active organizau

The high shrill screech of the
Wildcat and the deep roar and
snarl of the Tiger sounded over the
gridiron at Charlotte Saturday.
These jungle denizens tangled claw3
for four breath-taking periods in a
titanic struggle for supremacy. Under the furnace rays of a torrid sun,
twenty two valiants jammed two
years of football into one game
Both teams supplied the crowds
with numerous thrills and miracles.
The famous McMillan-Padgett combination functioned at regular intervals. Clemson's superiority was pronounced in this tactical endeavor.
Davidson had two backs, McCall and
Farrish, who circled the ipack twici;
to give the Wildcats their points.
The game opened with a bang, the
Tigers starting down the field in
fine style. A beautiful pass, McMillan to Justus, placed the ball deep
in Davidson territory.
Another
heave, a typical Justus sprint and
Clemson scored. Parrish, Davidson
back, retaliated for the diminutive
Cats by tusking the pig's covering
under his arm and slicing his way
7S yards before Padgett downed h'm
in the shodaw of the Bengal goal.
The Cats made first and ten. Brohard, fumbled on the next .play,
the ball roll.'ng over the Tiger's las:
white line. Parrish of the twinkl;
toes, pounced on it to annex 6 po'nis
for Davidson. The Davidson stands
and civilians in general became hilarious. Captain Brock kicked the
extra pc-int. Score 7-7. The vengeful shriek of a frenzied Davidson
student body reverberated in the
haze of heat and dust.
The Tiger growled and roared
again. Justus, of the mighty thigh.-',
stepped off the kick-off to mid-field.
McMillan yo-yoed the ball to Bob
Jones' waiting arms. Justus stepped
off four more yards. "Goat's" next
heave was grounded for a touchback.
Justus was injured when he crashed
into the Davidson seats while taking
Brock's punt up the field. McMillan
in a series of plays picked his way
to the Cat's two yard line.
For
three downs the red-jerseyed players
withstood the Tiger rams at the line,
but Bob McCarley made a vicious
lunge through to score. Bob kicked
goal.
Davidson made a long return oil
the kick-off. Davidson made first
and ten on the next three plays.
The Cat backs were elusive and very
determined. Apparently they were
lunging between the legs of the
giant Tiger linesmen. Substitutions
by Clemson prevented further gains
on the Cats' part. Score at the half
Clemson 14; Davidson 7.
The Tigers tightened in defense
during this half. The tricky Wildcats met a human wall of stone on
their line plays. Swofford and Collins repeatedly threw the Cat backs
for losses.
Woodruff and Jones
smeared their flanking tactics. Then
Justus sped their punt back to midfield. Harvin took his turn at the
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"Dixie Blackbirds Minstrel" Plainsmen tackle Josh Cody's big
bengals.
Being the first ConferWill be Presented Fridayence tilt for the Yellow Peril, this
Evening
game will be of great interest to
fans
over the entire south.
The
Friday night, October 4th, the
yellow
clad
beasts
of
the
hills
have
TJ. D. C. of Clemson College will
present "The Dixie Blackbirds Min- sharpened their claws at the expense
strel" This is a Wayne P. Sewell of the Newberry Indians and the
show, the characters being drawn Davidson Wildcats. As a result of
from local talent.
Miss Maibelle these two contests the Codymen have
Cook is directing it. The lines are a total of exactly one hundred poirts
up-to-the-minute and laughs are fre in their column opposed by only
fourteen scored by opponents.
quent and long.
Despite the high number of points
The show includes a short revue
scored
hy the Clemson team, many
of the Sewell plays; over a score of
kinks
have
become apparent in the
chorus girls; snappy songs .and
teamwork
of
the jungaleers, espedances, two sets of end men; circls
cially
was
this
true in the contest
men; negro preachers and lawyers—
with
the
wildcats.
Cody and comand R/ODhie Smith.
pany
are
centering
their attention
Such a talented array of actors
is seldom ' seen on the Clemson on ironing out these wrinkles bestage. The female register includes: fore the game with the rejuvinated
Mrs Ben Bleckley, Miss Major, Miss Auburn aggregation. The weak spots
were chiefly in the line. On many
Ammie Felder, Miss Tootsie Mills
and chorouses galore—High-yallers occasions the forward wall crumbled, before the low charging wildtoo.
And take a look at the men. cats. The slugishness of the big
Gator Farr, Parson Satterlee, Rob- bengals was partly but not wholly
bie Smith, F. H. Hendrix, Charlie due to the intense heat that old sol
Moss and Jack Nathans are only was showering on their heads. The
a few of the many head.liners. Tar- backfleld aquitted themselves woiibaby Tortia and Rock Howard are defully. Fans from over the two
billed for a knock-down, drag-out Carolinas marvelled at the work of
Clemson's Ball-toters.
The Tiger
boxing exhibition.
Come and bring your dance girl or aerial attack was the sensation of
the day.
Never were the felines
visitor.
able to defend against the passing
of McMillan and the other Clemson
hurlers. Johnnie Justus, the Pickens speed merchant, was a true
thorn in the flesh of the cats. These
backs and a horde of others are expected to be sources of strength in
Block "C" Boys Sraonsor Open- Saturday's contest with the Plainsmen.
ing Frolic
As yet not much is known of the
The first dance of the year, given Tigers of the Plains. These benby the Block "C" Club is to be gals are now looked upon as one of
October 4.
A good crowd is ex- the most dangerous dark horses in
pected because it is to be on the the Southern Conference, and it is
night between the Rat game with widely believed that they will be
Newberry and the varsity game with the cause of the downfall of some
Auburn.
The official uniform is prominent teams. For several seato be eiter the gray thousers and sons the Alabamans have had the
shirt or "cits".
bottom birth in southern circles.
The dates for the other dances of The beasts now have a new dethe year are as follows:
termination and are out for revenge.
November 1 Ladies Dance
It is wisely conceded, that the
November 2 8 Junior Dance
contest between the two Tigers will
December 2 8 Senior Dance
be hard-fought from beginning to
January 31 Sophomore Dance
end.
February 2 8 Mid-Winter Hop
March 2 7 Athletic Ball
April 19 Taps Ball
May 9 Junior-Senior
It willl be noticed that this year';
n
dance schedule is very similar to
last year's except for the Soiphomore
Plans are being made for a new
and Senior dances. Everyone knows
that the Christmas dance is the best Entomology Building, which is to
dance of the year ,an the Seniors replace the frame buildings south of
have decided to be the hosts at Riggs Field.
that time.
It is necessary to move these to
The hours of the hops are to be give ample space for the new field
from 9 to 2 o'clock except on special house, hwich is under construction.
occasions when they will be from
This ne Entomology building is
9 to 3 oclock. The committees urge to be built several hundred feet
everyone to be at the hall promptly from the Anderson-Clemson Highat 9 o'clock in order to start the way across from the fruit stand
dance off "right". The Jungaleers back in the groulp o ftrees on the
promise to be "red hot" at 9 and hill, and will face the highway.
to get better as the night progresses.
It will be one story of frame

FIRST DANCE OF
YEAR FRIDAY NIGHT

FEW ENTOMOLOGY

Secretary of The Board of Education
of the
Southern
Presbyterian Church Talks
on Need of More Religion
in Business
Rev. H. H. Sweet, secretary of
the board of education of the Southern Presbyterian Church, made an
address in chapel Wednesday, ana
the theme of his address was the
need of more religion in business.
It was a fine talk, and the corps of
cadets listened to it with interest.
During the address he said that
during a conference a ' few years
ago President Hibben of Princeton
said that he regretted that there
was a group of talented writers in
America whose writings were antiChristian.
Dr. Van Dyke arose
and said that he seldom disagreed
with the president of Princeton, bin
that' he must do so now. He said
that he agreed with him that there
was a group of writers whose writings were anti-Christian, but that
he did. not agre that they were talented—that they were only smatalecky, for their heroes were erotic,
their heroines neurotic and their
stories tommyrotic. He also quoted a story from ;Sir Cecil Rhodes'
life. It is said that the last words
that Sir Ceil Rhodes said were, "So
much to do, so little done."
Rev. Sweet was on the campus
twenty-five years ago, and he said
that he was favorably impressed
with the improvements that have
taken place since then.
He is strongly in favor of the
church being closely connected with
the college.
Rev. Sweet was on the campus
with three hundred other men who
■composed the Presbyterian Synod
that was meeting in Anderson. They
had adjourned over to the Fort Hill
Presbyterian Church to see the improvements that are needed there.
There are two hundred and twenty
Presbyterian boys in school here,
more than the total enrollment at
P. C, and there is; a great need of
more room in the church. There
are enough sunday-school rooms
in the church, and they also need a
social hall.
The women in the
church are willing to put up $10,000 if the Presbyterian Synod will
give $20,000 toward improvements
on the church here.
construction, but may be brick veneered later. It will have six or
seven rooms and basement giving
ample room for offices and experimentol work and rooms to house
equipment.
Progres is being made with the
building, and the ground looked
over for two wings for green houses,
which are to be used for experimental work in cold weather.
This building is to be used for
experimental work only, but the
students taking this course will be
allowed to visit to study the experiments that are being carried out.

tions at Clemson is the Sabre Club.
It was first started by a group of
seniors in the class of '27.
Last week four new members
were taken in, bringing the total
membership at present to seven.
The plan was to take in these few
now, that they might help in the
initation of a much larger group
later in the year. A total of approximately twenty-jfire is the limit
now set for this year's club.
The officers and memibers are:
F. Y. Mercer, Captain; M. D. Ware,
First Lieutenant; F. B. Farr, Se-cond Lieutenant; R. N. Smith, H„
W. Dorset, W. H. MeLeod, J. R.
Ohisholm, the last four men "ocingthe new initiates.
Th elocal club has been partitioning the Scabbard and Blade, one
of the oldest and highest ranking
military organizations in the army.
Considerable work was expended by
the members at Camp McClellan
this past summer, and with the aid
of Captain Johnson it has becomepossible for the Sabre Club to anticipate favorable returns from their
partition. Consent of all the eighty
chapters must be obtained to admit
a new club.
If successful in getting into the
Scabbard and Blade, all alumni
members of the Sabre Club will.
automatically be eligible to join;
the larger organization.
As the old club room in the Mainbuilding has been taekn over by
the college authorities, it will be
necessary to find a new meeting
Place. At (present, some room in
barracks will be used, but permanent room will be arranged for as
soon as possible.
Banquets at Starr, and social
gatherings are on the program for
the year. The small initiation fee
will be used only to defray the incidental expenses of the club and to
finance the functions.

HOLIDAYS FOR ENTIRE
E
By direction of the President the
following dates have been announced
as holidays for the ensuing college
year:
From 4.00 P. M. October 23rd to
10:00 P. M. October 27th.
From 4:00 P. M. November 27th
to 10.00 P. M., November 28th.
From 4:00 P. M., December 19th
to 10:00 P. M., January 2nd, 1930.
From 4:00 P. M., March 28th to
10:00 F. M. April 2nd.
Call to quarters will be sounded
at 10:00 P. M. and taps at 12:00
P. M. on October 2 7, November
27th, 1929, and on January 2nd
and April 2nd, 1930. All Cadets
will be required to attend these
formations.
The holidays above mentioned
'nclude al such as are normally
granted on the birthdays of George
Washington, Robert E. Lee and
John C. Calhoun.
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that the basis for education is first to arouse the desire for nas Deen- Though it is easier, still
self-improvement that is strong enough to out-weigh the de- ; our Alma Mater is W0Tthy of words
that come some where near expresssire for indolence and pleasure. Few will respond. It is' ing what she has meant, and can
u
generally accepted d ring this era that a man's capacity is continue to mean to us.
limited and no amount of education will increase that capacity
With all praise to the present
—the excess will spill over the sides. It is the job of the "Alma Mater" which we sing so
instructor, however, to make sure that the capacities of his often, is not Clemson worthy of
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
words that express more nearly the
students are entirely utilized, and it is only by education that mental and spiritual influence She
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college a man can fully realize and use that which he has inherited.
has been to us? Think over the
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
A man with sixty dollar potentialities on a thirty dollar job words in our present song. Do
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, is an economic loss to the company, to himself, and to the they say all or even nearly all that
South Carolina.
community. It is a fault to be corrected, just as grevious an Clemson means to us? If not,
there is a challenge to some loyal
error as having a man on a job too big for him.
Tiger. Give us a song that does
!8lgia»M>aftflM>«rtM>d»flBI8llg|g|gl^^
K: » :: ssssaa'a "A-X '■< » » :i »X A few chance observations of ours have caused us to wonder
«! as to whether or not we are not being victimized to some exALUMNI
EDITORIAL STAFF
tent by our educational policies. There is "educational resistance", and if pressure be used in overcoming the resis- The Tiger is anxious to carry a
H. W. DORSET
_
_
Editor-in-Chief
L. T. LEITNER, JR
_
Associate Editor
tance, undue importance will be placed upon the abilities of column featuring the activities and
G. W. SACKMAN
„
_
Associate Editor
the students who are able to stay in college. Prior to the edu- whereabouts of a few of the Alumni
F. S. RUSH
Athletic Editor
cation expploitations, the fact that a man signed up for each week. This will only be posJ. G. ADAMiS
Associate Athletic Editor
sible through the cooperation of the
college at his own volition was a pretty good indication that Alumni. It is not possible for
A. R. CRAWFORD
_..
Associate Athletic Editor
he was an exceptional man,, who would bear watching. Now the undergraduates to obtain any
J. A. WILSON
—
—
.'Exchange Editor
concerning the Alumni
W. C. 9NYDER
Feature Editor
with entire high school graduating classes approaching 100 information
unless it is sent in toy some of the
W. G. DAY
_
Society Editor :: per cent enrollment in college, we are forced to wonder how Alumni. We are appealing to you
C. E. JARRARD
_
_
_ Columnist
many of these were inspired to do so by ambition, and how to send any items or clippings, that
refer to a Clemson graduate, in to
C. E. CRUTCHFIELD
Columnist
many because of policy. To which class do you belong? It the Tiger. This service will be
C. V. RENTZ —
—
Y. IM. C. A. Editor
seems that the college graduate is placed on too high a pedes- appreciated, not only by the Tiger,
J. B. OUZTS
_
Clubs Editor
but by all those who subscribe to
tal. Be sure you are able to occupy the modern throne that the
R. G. HODGES
_
Joke Editor
Tiger and are interested in the
E. P. SHEHEEN
_
Associate Joke Editor j is free and accessible because of the fact that you are a col- activities of Clemson men. In this
way you will make it possible for
J. A. LONG —
_.. Associate Joke Editor
lege graduate.
D. C. TURRENTINE _

Assignment Editor

[>?

STAFF REPORTERS
J. H. STEPHENS, H. A. RIPPLEMEYER, T. B. WHITE, F. F. PALMER, T. S. HEYWARD, J. P. LrTTLEJOHN, H. C. WOODSON

BUSINESS STAFF
X. R. RAMSEUR —
F. H. CRYMES

Business Manager
Associate Business Manager

CIRCULATION STAFF

T. R. WANNAMAKER
W. F. HUGHES
R. H. McGEE
T. H. FAGG

Circulation Manager
Assistant Circulation Manager
Associate Circulation Manager
Associate Circulation Manager
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EDITORIAL
SELF-IMPROVEMENT

I* these days of football excitement Alma Mater is sung frequently
and with enthusiasm. How often
do we stop to think what Alma
Mater means to us? To some, Alma
Mater means simply the song which
is sung to the same tune that literally thousands of other schools
and colleges use.
Alma Mater—
the Corps at attention—Old Timers
uncovered, while all join lustily in
"Where the Blue Ridge yawns its
greatness - - -".
Rut how about
days when football is over? How
about the times -when the only attention we will click our heels to
is the attention that we must give
our jobs; days when Clemson's student body, her campus, and all the

of
ge ay
f
iirzs
wha:
wi iz
rapid changes and these are, no doubt, the causes underlying
Mater mean to us then?

the ever rising standards of education in the people employed. This trend has manifested itself to everyone and
when these tarnsitions are subjected toanalysis, we find that
they are attributed to keen competition and the highly functinoal nature of modern industrialism. The last half of this
fifty years of progress has concerned itself chiefly with the
substitution of mechanical apppliances for human endeavor as
a means of realizing economics in business that would reduce
the selling price of goods, and while the possibilities for improvements in business methods has not exhauseted them
selves, the commercial world is forced, because of the advancing wage trend and competitive pressure, to expect more
efficiency on the part of their employees.
Recently, considerable thought has been given to the qualities necessary for advancement. Most authorities agree, however, that to progress requires a trained mind. In any company, advancement entails the assumption of instruction in
some form or other, and with supervision comes its compo- „
nent part—decision. As one ascends the lader, the scope <*>
of his education widens, and he sheds details with each step,A
until there is practically nothing left but purely determinative ♦♦♦
function. He who wields this action is called an executive, <£«
and his most powerful tool is a trained and analytical mind.
Education is largely mind-training and mental discipline by
which the ability to weigh facts is developed, enabling one to
separate the true from false and ultimately to arrive at the
basis for a decision in the shortest time possible.
We are all born with a definite mental capacity, but not
with definite mental training. The mind may be likened to
a muscle. It must be trained, disciplined, and exercised to
attain its greatest proficiency and education is a means of
acquiring this training. It must not be intepreted that educated minds are executive minds, not that the human capacity
for development can be increased or decreased by any academic gymnastics. Education does help in the development
of these native capacities that are present so that they may be
utilized to their fullest extent.
More money is being spent on education today than ever
before; some economists and educators call it "The great
American Crime", in as much as many are going to college
who should not go, while others who could profit by the opportunity are uable to go. The increased standards of education has promoted the continual growth of colleges and
universities. Psychologists have agreed that every volition to
do, is a result of inhibitins, excepting, of course, those per
formed through habit or instinct. That is, we are torn apart
by two or more desires and we do that which the heaviest or
more attractive desire dictates. Applying this, it is evident

I

us to run such a column and at the
same time furnish you with some
Alma Mater—Spirit Mother. At news of your former classmates.
our mother's knee our awakening
minds were given many a lesson,
many a determination for the future, many a hope for our growing,
on coming manhood. In the walls of
our Spirit Mother our further
awakened minds 'were given many
a lesson in life's (practical work,
many an illuminating thought, many
M. C. Bridges to Be President
a new ideal with which to meet
life's trials and tests.
When we
The Sophoomre Dancing Club held
think of mother, songs, sometimes
come to our minds, but most songs i a Meeting recently and elected as
about her are inadequate.
She I !<*» officers for this year the folmeans more than they contain. Alma lowing men: M. C. Bridges, presiMater ought to mean, and usually dent; A. D. Howard, vice-president;
does mean, a great deal in the D. N. Culp, secretary; and L. E.
heart of every loyal son, but still Mayfield,, treasurer.
The class is to be congratulated
it is easier to put into words what
on
the selection and a good dance is
our Alma Mater has meant to us
than to express all that mother-love promised for January 31st.

SOPH, DANCING CLUB
ELECTS OFFICERS
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the new truck belonging to the Y. ;:_:;.iO:'K«.~.x..x'aJO; V. i: " ;;:::::: sX©:::i: r.:;::.:: ::::::.:: K»." »"«,".:
aaiHixiMM
The group left Clemson about seven
o'clock, plans having been made
before hand to put thu meal hour
We are glad to have space in the Tiger again this year
off as long as possible, and thus
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
enable all concerned to enjoy supper
Organized 1005
to the fullest.
C. O. MILFORD President
Southeastern Lite B.idg.
Any of us who have ever been
to Starr before and eaten a ineai
Greenville, South Carolina
at the Pruitt hotel have something
A South Carolina Institution Serving the South
to brag about.
Old Line Life Insurance with
The following is a copy of the
menu for the meal attended by
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated
this group:
Blackberry cordial,
BEBaSBHasHSllllHSBHiira^
cheese straws, potato chips, rosettes,
hot biscuits, salted almonds, celery, igiiasiisiCTagwwigiigasra^
lettuce, olives, pickles, cranberry
sauce, fruit salad, tomato salad.
coffee, sugar, whipped cream, butSTATE SECRETARY MAKES ADDRESS AT VESPER SERVICES ter, mayonnaise, rice, giblet gravy,
chicken pie, chicken dressing, fried
chicken,
baked chicken, steak, ban,
Mr. T. B. Lanam, better known
to the boys of Clemson as Mr. Tom, fried oysters, cake, jello, and mints.
There is no need to question the
made a very interesting talk at
statement
made by each member of
Vesper services Sunday night on thu
the group that he enjoyed the meal
subject of "Prayer".
AT THE NEXT FOOTBALL GAME WHY NOT
In the short time in which he very much, for we know that a
meal
like
that
isn't
placed
before
had io make his adress Mr. Lanham gave a number of instances in ns every doy out of the year.
TELL YOUR FRIENDS TO MEET YOU AT
After supper everyone joined in
his own life in which prayer had
on singing a number of familiar II
been of great help to him.
He urged each of us to make songs. These were ended by th>>
prayer a great part in our lives not Alrra Mater.
The following is a list of the
only while here at Clemson, but
after we k.ave and begin work for names of those who had the pleasuse of going on this trip: Professors
ourselves.
Martin, Bryan, and Earle, and
Messrs Burley. Vaughan, HoltzenEight Across from the "Y"
ADVISORY BOARD AND CABINET dorff. Cooper, Wise, Carpenter, McMAKE TRIP TO STARR Leod, Byrd, Kirchner, Rentz, Hudgens, Clayton and Turrentien.
BECAUSE HERE YOUR PATRONAGE IS APPRE-

HOWDY

EUGENE E. BARNETT
TO SPEAK AT CX.EMSON
During Sunday and Monday, October 6 and 7, Eugene E. Barnett,
member of the National Committee
of the Y. M. C. A.'s of China, and
a world, citizen, will speak at Ult'ineon a number of times. Mr. Barnett's speaking schedule while at
Clem sou will be as folows:
Sunday, 11:30 A. M.
Metodist
Church.
Sunday, 6,15 P. M. Vespers, "Y"
Auditorium.
Sunday. 8.0 0 P. M. Y. M. C. A.,
Faculty-Student Supper.
Monday, 12:05 P. M. College
Chapel.

R CONVENIENCE--

ILL &:

S

CIATED.
On Tuesday night of last week
in spite of the fact that the roads
were coverd with mud and water,
the cabinet, the three secretaries,
and four members of the advisory
board journeyed down to Starr to
have supper at the Pruitt hotel,
the means of transportation being
the car of Professor Martin and

I'm through with Freddy.
How come, dearie?
I heard him telling Jack that he
tried out Ethyl in his Buck las!
night.

Eugene E. Barnett
E'ugene E. Barnett was the founder of the Young Men's Christian
Association in Hanchow, a city of
800,000, the imperial capital during
the splendid days of Marco Polo;
and still the seat of a province of
17,000,000 people.
This Association has become the rallying point
of a great religious and civic enterprise supported and participated in
by governors, bankers, educators,
silk merchants, and other leading
men. When Mr. Barnett was called
to the National Comittee in 1921 he
left a strong organization in Hanchow,housed in a modern building,
generously supported 'by the community, and led by a Chinese successor in the general secretaryship.
Mr Barnett was Executive Secretary of the Student Division of the
National Committee of Chine from
1921 to 1923. During this Iperiod
he and his colleague, T. Z. Koo,
were responsible for the entertainment by the China Movement of the
World's Student Christian Federation Conference.
T. Z. Koo succeeded him as head of the student
work.
Since 1923 Mr. Barnett has headed the City Division of the National
Committee of the Y. M. C. A.'s of
China.
This position brings him
in intimate touch with all parts of
the country. During the past few
months he has visited twelve of the
eighteen provinces and has interviewed many prominent leaders in
the contemporray scene. Since 19 26
he has served concurrently as senior
member of the American staff of
the China Movement.
They call her Least Resistance;
her lines are easy to follow.
Here's the absent-minded flapper
who left her negligee in the bath
tub and slipped on a cake of soap.

Old Gold tobaccos are naturally good
..they do not require "artificial treatment"
When meat or fish or fowl has to be made good
by artificial flavoring or sauces, let your stomach beware! Beware, also, of tobaccos that
have to rely on "artificial treatment."
OLD GOLD tobaccos are naturally good; made
honey-smooth and free of "throat scratch"
by Mother Nature herself. By the "violet

rays" of natural sunshine . . . not by artificial
treatment.
More than three million smokers have changed
to this smoother and better cigarette. No
other cigarette ever won so great a fan-family
in so short a space of time. Try a package
. . . and you'll know why.
© P. Lorillard Co.. Eot. :760

Better Tobaccos make them smoother and better . . . with "not a cough in a carload"
On your Radio, OLD GOLD—PAUL WHITEMAN HOUR. Paul Whiteman, with his complete orchestra, every Tuesday, 9 to 10 P. M., EASTERN STANIDARD TIME
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HELL'S BELLS
Wanted—Several dozen erasers or
any other appliance for erasing
blackboards. This is urgent.
Prof. Pernow
Wanted— Ties— Red, orange,
green, purple, or any other color.
Must be plenty loud.
Bill Lippincott
Wanted—Two extra large steers.
I need a new 'pair of shoes.
Snake Lee
Wanted—A new line of "Bull".
The one I have is getting old.
Dr. Daniel
Wanted—A u?w patent hair tonic.
The last twenty varieties did no
good. Let me know what you have.
Dr. Sikes
Wanted—.Some new infinistesimiles, must be one ten-billionth the
thickness of a needle point. The
ones I have are getting too large.
Prof. Hunter
Wanted—Some
more
difficult
movements for the Junior platoon.
They are catching on to the ones
I have.
Gator Farr
Wanted—More and better contributions for Hell's Bells.
Yours truly.

THE TIGER

TEXTILE DEPT. ADDS
NEW TEACHER TO STAFF

EVENING WATCH IN BARRACKS

Evening watch groups have been
organized on all company halls
except three. At the beginning of
this week, every company will have
an active group. The interest shown
in last week's meetings is very
gratifying.
The company leadei'3
are due much credit for their success.
The leaders and places of meeting are as follows. Company A,
room 117. H. M. McLaurin. leader;
Company B, room 24 6, J. W. Burdett, leader; Com|pany C, room 325,
G. H. Epting, leader; Company D,
room 338, G. A. Black, leader;
Company E, room 257, O. H. McDaniel, leader; Company F, room
348, L. Delk, leader; Company G,
room 415, John Durst and J. O.
Rowell, leaders; Company H. room
513, R. H. McGee and T. H. Fagg,
leader; Company I, room 613,
Alan Johnstone, leader; Company K,
room 713, W. W. Friday, leader;
Company L, room 813, L. E. Hendrix, leader; Company M, room 913,
R. F. Palmer, leader; Band hall,
room 158, A. .A Webb, leader.
A record of enrollment and attendance for each company is kept
and filed. The following data shows
the results of evening watch work
last week:
Number of groups organized — 10
Total number enrolled
313
Average enrollment per gropu__ 31
Total av. daily attendance —__220
Average attendance per group__ 2 2
Largest group (B Company) __ 51
Higest av. attendance (B Co.) 4 5
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She—Why did you let go of the
Is modern youth as bad as it's
wheel?
cracked up to be?
He—I just wanted to see if I had
Oh, I dunno; let's find out.
a flat tire.
She—Oh, you mean thing.
She never bleats
'I'm not that kind."
His nose is mashed
His right eye is black;
Gus Says
He kidded a flapper
It cannot be so dull in Hades
Who was walking back.
As the Scriptures say
There must be lots of lovely ladies
His noze was broken
Who have gone astray.
His chin was barked
When he stuck his head
In a coupe that was parked.
A girl I hate
Is Millie Sands;
Everyone makes a mistake now
She makes me sit
and then, but not in refusing a
Upon my hands.
home-made drink.

During the past two years the
teachers of the Textile Department
of Ciemson Colleg, S. C. have done
some very valuable work in reorganizing and outlining the courses
taught in the Textile Department.
Recently Miss Vernette B. Moore I
has b,een added to the faculty to
assist the teachers in completing
these outlines and corelate all of
the work of the Department.
Miss Moore is well qualified for
this work, being a graduate of
Northwestern University, Illinois,
where she received her B. S. degree. She has received her M. A.
degree from the State University of
Iowa, and has done some work
todard a docterate. Her thesis for
her M. A. degree dealt with textbook
appraisal through analysis of subject matter included and actually
presented in texts of ten authors,
supposedly covering the same subject matter. Denominate numbers
in grade school arithmetic was the
WHAT ABOUT THAT R. O. T. C. CHECK?
subject matter chosen for analysis
and basis of appraisal.
She has
done considerable work in the anHow can you invest it better than a suit of clothes
alysis of textbooks and courses of
study, followed by set up of specior Topcoat?
fications for work books and inBEGINNING A SERIES OF
struction sheets.
This work was
ANCIENT LEGENDS done with and under the superGET RIGHT FOR FOOTBALL SEASON!
vision of Dr. P. B. Knight, College
of Education, State University of
No. 1
BACK THOSE TIGERS IN A NEW SUIT FROM
Long ago in the past, which is Iowa.
For five years Miss Moore was
now called His-story, there was located far to the north and west, a county superintendent of schools.
land Which was full of hills, and These years spent in the supervision
which was called by men of that of instruction and in curriculum
In New York you can always call
time, Okonee. In this land dwelt building in Howard County, Iowa, a cop, but you cant call him what B
a fierce tribe of braves and great have given her adequate experience he calls you.
•was their prowness.
Because of with the practical problems involved
103 Percent for Ciemson
their ferocity they were called by in the revision of the course of
DLXJE
BLACKBIRDS
MINSTREL
most people Ti-gres, and their home study.
If your load is hard to bear
Probably no textile school in the
was called Clem-son.
And these
Come to the cha_el while w«'re
Ti-gres were led by a man known country has done as much work
there.
over the whole land for his valor, during the pa>st two years as has
Troubles
will vanish, so will care
Ciemson
Textile
Department
in
the
and his name was E-nok, but somfc
We'll make you feel like a
called him Si-kes. Now this man organization and presentation of
MMMKiKhaggg^iggaK^^
Mil-yun-naire
The organicalled E-nok, had as his first man the courses offered.
one whose name was Mun-son, and zation and correlation of the textile
as his second man, one whose name courses acording to the modern and
was Wash-ing-ton. And these men approved educational methods will
were great for their sagacity and probobly be completed by the close
for their cunningness.
Great was of the coming year. It is believed
the tribe of Clem-son, and many are that Ciemson Textile School will
the legends thei-of as shall be re- then offer a curriculum unequaled
by any other textile school in the
lated hereafter.
country.

HOKE SLOAN

Far

cNott-Stop Writing
These Ail-American Football Stars,
Like All Real Fellows,
Depend on Parker Pressureless Touch

YO-YO CLIJB F9HMEQ TEXTILE FACULTY
BY SENIOR PRIVATE
MEMBERS RETURN
After many days of preparation
and deliberation a meeting as been
called and a senior private yo-yo
club organized. The delay in organizing was caused, by failure of
the foreign yo-yo club board to
send a permit to grant Ciemson
senior privates the privilege of enjoying membership in this internationally known fraternity.
To qualify for membership a proposed member must be a past expert
in that ancient art of playing yo-yo.
He must also be a strictly senior
private.
Only one exception has
been made to this and it was in
the case of one man who missed
getting a private by so small amargin that he has been admitted to the
club.
The game of yo-yo, so history
says, was very papular among the
playfully inclined characters of the
sixteenth century, but to the younger generation in the nearby towns,
it is rather new. To overcome this
handicap the members of the club
are striving to acquaint everyone
with this entertaining game.
The oficers have been elected.
For the office of Big Yo-Yo, Sam
Thompson was elected, and Snake
Lee will endeavor to perform the
duties attached to the office of
Little Yo-Yo.

First Freshman—Who the hell is
this married woman you're always
writing to?
Second Washout—My grandmoth-

Mr. L. R. Booker has returned
from the University of Tennessee,
where he completed his work for
his Master's degree in Education.
Mr. Booker is working with the
teachers of this state in evening
textile classes.
Mr. H. S. Tate has returned from
Columbia University, where he completed his work for his Master's degree in Education. Mr. Tate has
charge of the teacher-training work
in textile industrial education at
Ciemson College.
Mr. R. L. Lee, Jr. has completed
the work for his Master's degree in
Textiles at North Carolina State
College. Mr. Lee is teaching in the
Carding and Spinning Division at
Ciemson.
Tese men are now working on
thesises and will receive their degrees within the next year.
Mr. W. E. Shinn, who has had a
number 'Of years' teaching experience at North Carolina College, and
who has recently become connected
with the Ciemson Textile Department, has been appointed Acting
Head of the Weaving and DesigningDivision for the coming year.
He—I think 1 shall kiss you.
His—Don't be too sure . I thought
you were going to a half hour ago
but you didn't.
DIXIE BLACKBIRDS MINSTREL
For the Dance—
Plenty of pep—
Watch those Dixie
Blackbirds step.

Non-Breakable Barrels — 24%
Greater Ink Capacity—^Guaranteed Forever Against All Defects

|*To prove Parker Duofold is a
pen of lifelong perfection, we
offer to make good any defect,
provided complete pen is sent
by the owner direct to the
factory with 10c for return
postage and insurance.

Hitch your writing
to the star of all pens
if you want to be in the
same class with the Big
Fellows who star in
every line of endeavor.
There's never been
another so handsome
to carry as black-tipped
Parker Duofold—never
another so shapely to
hold — and. none -with
our 47th Improvement
—Pressure/ess Touch. The headivork ivhich made Hotvard
of Carnegie Tech, All-AmeriIt adjusts its flow to Harpster
can Quarterback isn't confined to football.
the speed of your hand He uses good judgment in the classroom
by easing your stroke. too, writes — 'via Parker Pressureless
It sweeps pen worries
Touch.
out of your mind, so
your brain has a clear track for thinking.
Do you know that by actual count Parker's Pressureless Writing now rules throughout America ?
A census of pens in 13 technical schools disclosed that
Parker leads in popularity 2 to 1. It was voted the favorite
by students in 55 colleges. And a nation-wide poll conducted by the Library Bureau proved Parker the preference by 25% above the second pen,and 48% above thethird.
Step to any good pen counter and select your point.
Imitations can't deceive you if you look for the imprint,
"Geo. S. Parker—DUOFOLD."
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY, Janesville, Wis. Offices and Subsidiaries: New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Buffalo, Dallas, San Francisco.

Tarker
Vuofold'swo

Pencils
to match
$3 to $5
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CAMPUS NOTES
Mrs. R. W. Hamilton entertained
at a bridge party Thursday afternoon.
The guest list numbered
eight.
Mr. and .Mrs. J. A. Stevenson were
guests of honor at a bridge party
given by Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Eddy
last Thursday evening.
Mrs. W. W. Fitzpatrick delightfuly entertained the Wednesday
Morning bridge club ths week at
her home in North Clemson.
Mrs. J. M. Johnson and Miss
Elizabeth Johnson have returned
home after a summer spent in the
mountains of North Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Newman Jr.
were the guests of Prof, and Mrs.
Newman for the week end.
Mrs. Fred Booth and children left
on Monday for their home at Daytona Beach, Florida.
Mrs. T. C. Gibbs of Texas is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. James
G. Gee.
Colonel and Mrs. A. G. Shanklin
attended a reception given by Judge
and Mrs. T. J. Mauldin on Saturday evening at Pickens.
Mrs. T. F. Dargan, Mrs. A S.
Townes, and Sam Earle, Jr., motored to Rock Hill on Sunday and spent
the day at Winthrop college.
Dr. D. W. Daniel addressed the
Rotary Club at Anderson on Tuesday.
Dr. D. W. Watkins addressed
the farmers of Rock Hill under the
auspices of the Rock Hill Chamber
of Commerce recently.
Cadet Fred Beeks Pollard spent
the weekend in Spartanburg.
Leroy Tucker, former professor
of mechanics at Clemson is now
associate professor of Mechanical
engineering at the University of
Illinois, and is also doing graduate
•work.
B. B. Betty, formerly assistant
professor in the Mechanical division
at Clemson is now doing graduate
work at the University of Illinois
also.

CLEMSON CRAD
GOOD PLAYER
McMillan, '17, Best Fielder of
Three Third Sackers of
Chicago Cubs
Norman McMillan of the class of
'17 is making a record for himself
as third baseman wit hthe Chicago
Cubs.
He has a record of 114
:putouts 193 assists and 18 double
iplays for this season.
With this
record it will not be hard to tell
which of the three, Hale, Dykes and
McMillan, will hold down the hot
corner in the world series games
this year. While "Bub" does not
rank with Frank Baker, Larry Gardner, Joe Dugan, and others he has
been a valuable cog in the team
this year, and can be counted on
to play a steady if not brilliant
game.
Another old Clemson man has
made quite a record for himself in
big league ball. One "Flint" Rhem
■who has been showing much of his
old time form down in the Texas
League that the St. Louis Cardinals
just couldn't do without him; so
they went down and brought him
back to his old place with thf> "Big
boys".

The following is a list of book?
recently added to the collection in
the library:
Author
Book
Byrne—Hangman's House
Conrad—Victory
Fogazzaro—The Sinner
French^Great Sea Stories
Hergesheimer—Linda Condon
Lea—The Dream-Maker Man
Mann—Buddenbrooks
Merimee—Complete Works
Mikkelsen—Frozen Justice
Morley—The Haunted Bookshop
Warner—Mr. Fortune's Maggot
Wylie—Mr. Hodge and Mr. Hazard
NON-FICTION
Bercovici—Nights Abroad
Bernays—An Outline of Careers
The Best Continental Short Stories of 1923-1924
Clements—Flowers of Coast an.
Sierra
Cole—Heraldry and Floral Forms
as Used in Decoration
Comstock—The Wings of Insects
Gould—Period Lighting Fixtures
Holman—In the Day of Battle
Hottenroth—Artificial Silk
Marble—A Study of the Modern
Novel
Maujer—Fuel Economy in Boiler
Rooms
Michaelis—Hydrogen Ion Concentration
Mitchell—Civil Engineering
Morrish—A History of Fairs
'National
Industrial
Conference
Board—The cost of living among
wage-earners, Greenville, S. C.; Pelzer, S. C. and Charlotte, N. C.
—Family Budgets of American
Wage-Earners
—Hours of Work as Related to Output and Health of Workers
O'Leary—The Essay
Parker—The Control of Laundry
Porter—Beyond Architecture
Rittenhouse—The Little Book of
American Poets
Scott—Engineering English
Seashore—Learning and Living in
College
Steiner—The American Community in Action
Taylor—Concrete. Plain and Reinforced.
Van Dusen—Economic Bases of
Disunion in South Carolina
Wegelin—Early American Fiction
Weitenkampf—How to Appreciate
Prints
Wolff—Anatomy for Artists
REFERENCE
The Biographical Cyclopaedia of
American Women.
Baird—Baird's manual, American
College Fraternities
Gilman—Inorganic Reactions
Walker—The Rhyming Dictionary
of the English Language
Willis—The Charleston Stage in
the 17th Century
AGRICULTURAL REFERENCE
Allen—Our Cerial Grains
Bennett—The Soils of Cuba
Filley—Coc(peration in Agriculture
Rommel—Farm Products in Industry
JUVENILE
Marryat—The Children of the
New Forest
Marsh—The Life and Adventures
of Robin Hood
Meigs—The Pool of Stars
Moore—Nicholas, A Manhattan
Christmas Story
Fyle—Men of Iron
Pyle—Otto of the Silver Hand
Pyle—The Story of Jack Ballister's Fortunes
Rankin—Dandelion Cottoge
Seamna—When a Cobbler Ruled
a King
Simons—Good Things for Washington and Lincoln Birthdays
Willard—Yuletide Entertainments

Bob Swofford, 216 pound tackle
of Clemson College, is being touted,
by Clemson followers as outstanding
contender for All-Southern selections
Beginning the 33rd football seathis year. Swofford, a senior, is a
son,
Clemson has hopes of rising
picturesque, slashing tackle who
closer
to the heights once occupied
plays guard on offense on account
by the Tigers back in the days when
of his blocking ability.
John Heisman was coaching and
there such great performers as DerTwo sophomores at Clemson may rick, Furtick, Maxwell, and others
provide a colorful touch to the Tiger were who wore Clemson uniforms.
clan. The Kinghorn boys, identical
twins, are showing up well at halfShe—Now do you think you've
backs. Being sophomores, there is done right?
every chance that they will come
'32—Gosh, Jane, show me the
through before they graduate.
man who can do better.
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Delicious and Refreshing

PAUSE Am
ONE SOUL WITH BUT
A SINGLE THOUGHTTO PAUSE AND
REFRESH HIMSELF
AND NOT EVEN A
GLANCE FROM
THE 5TAG LINE

OVE*

Enough's enough and too
"" much is not necessary. Work
hard enough at anything and
you've got to stop. That's where
Coca-Cola comes in. Happily,
there's always a cool and cheerful
place around the corner from anywhere. And an ice-cold CocaCola, with that delicious taste
and cool after-sense of refreshment, leaves no argument about
when, where — and how — to
pause and refresh yourself.
The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.

MILLION
A DAY
YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
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The big majority
prefers Sheaffer's
You can't keep Sheaffer's Lifetime0, performance
a secret. In 73 of America's 119 leading universities and colleges Sheaffer's swift, easy writing
and faultless service have placed Sheaffer's Lifetime0 first among, all fountain pens in sales.*
What pen, other than Sheaffer's Lifetime0, is
guaranteed for your entire life . . . against
everything except loss? What pen has the
smart lines and easy, restful-writing, feel
of Sheaffer's Balanced Lifetime0? There's
a reason for Sheaffer leadership. You'll
recognize that the minute you try your
Balanced Lifetime0 writing, companion! Do it today!
Krai

At better stores everywhere
All fountain pens are guaranteed
against defects,
but Sheaffer's Lifetime0 is guaranteed unconditionally for your life, and other Sheaffer products
are forever guaranteed against defect in materials0
and workmanship. Green and black Lifetime
pens, $8.75; Ladies', $7.50 and $8.25. Black and
pearl De Luxe, $10.00; Ladies', $8.50 and $9.50.
Pencils, $5.00. Others lower.

SAFETY SKRIP,
Successor to ink, 50c.
Re-fills,3for25c.Practicdily non-hreakable,
can't spill. Carry it to
classes I

PENS PENCILS-DESK SETS-SKRIP
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY • Fort Madison, Iowa, U.S.A.
°Bw. O. S. Fat. Off.
©w. A. S. F. Co. 1929

*Arecent survey made
by a disinterested or-

ganization showed
Sheaffer's first in
fountain pen sales at
73 of America's 119
foremost seats of
learning. Documents
covering this survey
are available to anyone.
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First Clerk—I took that pretty
girl in the store next door home the
other evening and stole a kiss.
Second Clerk—What did she say?
First Clerk—'Will that be all?'

1 TIGER SHOE SHOP AND LONGH ROOM

She—What part of the show did
you like best?
He—That part where the chorous
girls wear stockings up to their
neck.

For BEST Shoe Repairing on SHORT NoticeCALL ON CLINT!
For GOOD Sandwiches and MilkCALL ON CLINT!

Is that your new girl?
No, just the old one painted over.

Don't Forget Our Agent

Jimmy, I wish you wouldn't drive
with one hand any more.
Only too glad to park, my dear.

JOHNNIE JUSTUS —:— Room 719
Here we go-0-0-0-0-

He—Let's revise the alphabet
Dad, what (part of speech is woShe—Why?
man?
■ M
If exposure to sunlight prevents
He—So they con put U and I
Woman ain't a part of speech,
disease, the only thing a flaplper
closer together.
son, she's all of it.
can get is corns.
Bill—Hurry Lung, my wife wanta
If you think a woman can't take
a joke, just look at te average to get some real alligator shoes.
Lung—What size does her allihusband.
gator wear?
Why is the modern flapper like
A Grammlatical Kiss
a bungalow?
A kiss is always a pronoun bePainted in front, shingled behind,
cause she stands for it.
and no upstairs.
It's masculine and feminine genA woman is always willing to give der mixed: therefore comon.
you half of the road. The trouble '
It is a conjunction because it conis she can't decide which half to nects.
It is an interjection; at least it
give you,
I
sounds like one.
Him—My father was a wonderful
It is plural because one calls for
man.
He knew the date of his another.
death two months before he died.
|
It is singular because there is
Her—Wonderful.
How did he nothing like it.
do it?
It is usually in apposition with a
Him—The judge told him.
caress; at any rate one is sure to
follow.
Dance: A call to arms.
A kiss can be conjugated 'out
never declined.
Life is just one damned thing
It is a preposition because it
after another;
governs the objective case.
Love is two fools after each other.
However, it is no.; an adverb because it cannot be compared, but
Eyes were made to \parkle
it is a phrase that expresses feeling!
Cheeks were made to blush.
Hair was made to crimp and curl
School Teacher—John, You are
Lips were made to— oh, hush. not doing anything. The Devil al-

City Lad—Say, dad, how many
kiuds of milk are there?
Father—Well,
there's
malted
milk, evaporated milk, buttermilk,
and—but why do you ask?
C. L.—Oh, I'm drawing a cow
and I want to know how many
spigots to put on her.
A man never realizes how much
waiting can be done in an hour until
he waits for a friend, who has
stepped into a pretty widow's
house to console her for just a
moment.
Have you ever told your wife
about me?
Um-m-yes, and she doesn't think
your'e my type at all.

1929

-Beat AUBURN!!!!!
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Were you embarrased when y'-u
caught on fire in that night club?
Oh, no, they soon put me out.

'"■

J. 0. Jones Co.
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COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN
CLOTHING, HATS

Miss Helen Winters who displayed
her calves at the Loraine County
Fair walked off with two first
prizes among a field of exhibitors
She claims that most of the credit
for her calves carrying off the honors is due to the boys who helped
her in developing them, and getting
them in shape for exhibition purposes.
The phone ran for HI HI Sorority
house, and none other than the
notorious blonde answered the thing,
She walked gracefully into the
booth, casting a glance at her sisters
who were basking in the sun parlor.
Hello; do you still love me? came
from the phone.
Why of course I do.
Who is
this?
Well, I'm workin on the phone
wires and I thought I would test
out your line. I find it to he in
good shape. Thank you.

SHOES, FURNISHING

ATHLETIC GOODS

Ma lookit at that pretty collar
on that lady's dress.
Hush Johnny, that's the lady's
skirt.

ft
tT

GLIFF CRAWFORD

I

It's no sin to pet on Sunday, but
the way some felows do it is a H
|j
crime.

T
T

It's our firm belief that women ^M&MMWSMS^sm^MM^MSMEBBB^SI&^^MSx^^MWSsSSIS^SSBSIB^BBBBBBB
dress to displease other women.
1
(Well darn other women, says
we.)

Dusty—Aren't rosy cheeks a sign
ways finds something for idle hands of good health?
So you went under the table at
to do. Come up here and I will
Rusty—I should, say they are.
the banquet before the ladies left
give you something to 'do.
Dusty—In that case, I saw a
the room?
You must have been
CLEANING and PRESSING
girl healthier on one side than on
pretty drunk.
Nut—What is puppy love?
the other.
Not drunk—curious.
Ditto—It's the beginning of a
PRICES LOW -:- SERVICE INSTANTANEOUS
The little girl who used to tug at
Corporal punishment never did dog's life.
her mother's skirt to attract atany good.
I was never spanked
tention now tugs at her own for the
"Your Business Appreciated"
What
did
John
try
to
do
last
but once in my life, and that was
same reason.
night?
for being good.
N
He tried to neck me.
Well, girlie, it cured you.
Frock:
what
the
lover
admires
What did he say when you said
and the husband pays for.
Jim—Why is Tillie so popular no?
April
Fool.
with 'the boys?
A round or two
And then what?
Bill—Did you ever see the way
HHSBHSHIllllSSIIHra
For Susie Grind
I
said
April
Fool
too.
she signs her name?
Jim—No.
Bill—Well, she always (puts T. N. KHIIE'WKMK^IEISLK;'^
T. after her name.
Jim—Does that mean that she is
%
dangerous?
Bill—No, that stands for Tillie
X
WELCOME!
never tells.
'-.
CLEMSON CADETS
Many a shiipping clerk has been |
GREENVILLE, S. C.
|
promoter to travelling salesman affor
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
|
ter his wife interviewed the boss.
■K"

tT

KKKSr
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For Quick Reference
Here is a companion for your hours of reading and study that will prove
its real value every time you consult it. A wealth of ready information on
words, persons, places, is instantly yours in

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE
The Best Abridged Dictionary
because it is based upon the
"Supreme Authority," WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY. Contains 106,OOO Vocabulary Terms, including many New Words, with definitions, etymologies, pronunciations,
and indications of proper use—a dictionary of Biography — a Gazetteera special section showing, with illustrations, the rules of punctuation, use of
capitals, abbreviations, etc., etc.—foreign
words and phrases—1,256 pages—1,700
illustrations.
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DEPENDABLE SHOE REPAIRING
see

DILLARD'S

SHOE SHOE
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'Down Town'

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦<
IMI

SMITH SERVICE STATION
BOB SMITH, Proprietor

Sinclair Gas & Oil -:- Mobiloil -:- Quaker State Oil
Official AAA Service—S. C. Motor Club
Cars Washed, Greased, and Doped

Thin-paper edition: Special Merriam Cloth, $5.00;
Fabrikoid, $6.00; Leather, $7.50.

Look for the Circular Trade-Mark.
See It At Your Col'ege Bookstore; or write for information to the Publishers, Free specimen pages if you mention this paper.

G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY

-fllTll«lll*«Wl

Springfield, Mass.
HaaBaSBBBaHBBSaHmHBffiH^BSBBaHHEHBHBEBBHaH^g^BH^BBH
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Everybody Agrees

Another article appearing in thia
TEXTILE DEPT. REN- BOHONKS DEFEAT
mammouth edition of The Kentucky
Kernel was headed "Watch Clemson,
DERS MANUERVICES
FEROCIOUS FROSH Warning."
And that's sound advice for other
Aids Mills in All Ways PossiJoe Guyon's freshman team got
teams that Clemson meets.
a taste of some real tough opposible
During the past year the Textile
Department of Clemson College has
rendered valuable service to the
mills ' of South Carolina. The following is a partial list of the tests
conducted or services rendered to
the mills by the heads of the divisions:
1. Tests on per cent size in
fabrics.
2. Recommendations made regarding rust stains.
3. Tests of yarn spun from same
roving at mill and at Clemson.
4. Comparative tests of fillings
And warps.
5. Tests on check straps.
6. Made special fabric and tested
■different twists inserted.
7. Tested
color
samples
by
fadeometer.
8. Traced and found number of
square feet in skins.
9. Tests of roving (slubber, intermediate and speeder) and of bobbins of yarn for evenness and uniformity (Roll setting and humidity
•control recommendations made.)
10. Tests of sheets and pillow
cases, both bleached and gray, with
Mullen tester; also test of warp and
filling strengths.
11. Tests of yarns on bobbins.
12. Analysis of fabric for size and
percentage of cotton and linen.
13. Tested many samples of 40
i 40 sheeting as to filling strength.
14. Tests on sizing.
15. Desized print cloth and sesured weights 'tested; warp and
filling for size of yarn.
16. Test on comiparative strength
•of 80s combed yarn, 4.00 multiplier,
when spun with plain and with
Toller bearing spindles.
The Textile Department also rendered the folowing services to other
departments of the College:
1. Test of clothing materials
used in cadet uniforms.
2. Laundry tests of new cadet
shirts.
3. Strength tests of football uniform fabrics.
Credit for this work should be
given to Dr. Chas. E. Mullin, Head
of the Chemistry and Dyeing Division; Prof. Robt. K. Eaton, Head
■of the Carding and Spinning Division; and Prof. A. E. McKenna,
Acting head of the Weaving and Designing Division.
The Textile Department stands
ready to cooiperate with the mills in
any way possible—call upon us.

CLEMSON FROSH
MEET REDSKINS
Newberry Baby Redskins Played October 4
For several weeks now we have
heard ithe whimpering and whinnin?
of the Tiger Cubs now we will have
■ the chance of 'hearing them utter
their first growl.
Lets give the
young Tigers A BIG HAND BOYS.
There is plenty of beef and power
in the line This line will average
approximately 175 pounds, and includes such men as Guy, Bailey,
Nathans, Sloan, Williams, Davis,
Heineman, Procter, Anthony, Nettles, Logue, Owens, Rivers, Morris,
Chapman, Craig, Riley and. Adams.
There is a light but fast backfield of about 150 |pounds.
This
line is composed of such, outstanding stars of last year's football
teams as Voight, Moss, Chapman,
Rivers, Wilson, Rogers, Miller, Lambert, Peake, Browne, Holland, McMillan and Parrot.
With this mighty team the Cubs
shouldn't have any trouble annexing the state championship.
So
lets give them a big hand and watch
them go, boys.

tion Saturday afternoon when they
were pitted against Cody's so-called
"Bohunk" eleven.
The new boys
were battered about rather freely
by the heavier reserve team, and
a goodly number of them will be
nursing bruises and sprains for several days yet. Regardless of their
inability to score during the afternoon, the rats showed that they
were fully capable of playing that
little old game called football. They
made some nice gains through the
bohunk line and there defensive
game was especially good. Prastically every boy who is out for the
team took part in the fracas at some
time.
This scrimmage enabled Guyon
to get a line on his material and
pointed out to him some of the
weaknesses of his men. The scrimmage did not bring to light any
stars or sensational gridiron performers.
The exceptional punting
of Miller was the only feature of
the afternoon.
The rat team this year is not of
the sensational type, it is going to
be. a steady plugging machine, that
is going to be hard to sto\p since
his men are in perfect physical condition now, Joe will spend the remainder of his time this week in
smoothing out the rough places.
Everything should be in good working order by Friday when we open
the season ihere with the young
braves from Newberry.
We have no authority as to what
the line-up will be, the one which
functioned smoothest in the scrimmage Saturday; Ends. Gallman, Rivers and Chapman; tackles: Davis.
Nettles, and Flag; guards: Procter
and. Anthony; center: Bailey; halfhacks: McMilUan, Rivers, Holland
and Mille; fulback: Voight; quarterback: Brown.
Of course we
don't say that these men have
clinched berths on the team, but
they are all due to see plenty of
service this year.

Not So Strange
A new method of taking fish
from the moutain streams has been
iscovered.
It appears that two cadets were
having poor luck whipping the Seneca, when one of them suggesttd
that the bait be soaked in some of
the bottleg that one of the mhap[pened to bring along.
This was
tried and at the first cast the rod
bent nearly double, and it took the
combined efforts of the two sportsmen to reel in the prize.
Then it was discovered that the
worm had seized, a big fish and wos
choking it.
Deacon Miller Says: The height
of optimism is an old maid applying
kiss-proof lipstick before looking
under the bed.
Governor Richard's Consolation—
Why in some states it's gainst the
law to have an open mind on Sunday's.

>r

SENIORS,
WHAT ABOUT THAT R. O. T. C. CHECK?
How can you invest it better than a suit of clothes
or Topcoat?

GET RIGHT FOR FOOTBALL SEASON!
BACK THOSE TIGERS IN A NEW SUIT FROM

HOKE SLOAN
100 Percent for Clemson

At Clemson, the seniors of the
football squad make the training
rules and are responsible for their
enforcement.
As a result, Josh .lawiaiaraiaiaawiigaiaaraiawig^^
Cody and his assistants have i;o
training problems.

MELTING POT
Yo-Yo Condemned
For the drawing and quartering
of the man who invented this game
of "Yo-Yo" we enthusiastically volunteer. It is just about the most
trifling device that ever fascinated
a world with sober work to do.
It will haunt your dreams and interrupt your iprayers.
Already it
has driven some if its victims to
drink, an soon fro mmany a sanitarium ward ward may be heard
the cries of 'Yo-yo-yo and a bottle
of rum."—Birmingham Age-Herald.
Let us hope that this blow from
a leading newspaper does not discourage the rapidly growing Clemson Yo-Yo Club in its attempt to
arrange an intercollegiatt schedule.
Just remember that practice makes
perfect, and here's our hope that
your meets are all away from (home

From an engraving of
the time in Harper's
Weekly

Autumn of '79
CJfl }HILE Yale and Princeton were battling to a
\SU tie at Hoboken, New Jersey, a small group
of scientists, directed by Thomas A. Edison, was busy
at Menlo Park, only a few miles away. On October
21, their work resulted in the first practical
incandescent lamp.
\ :\
i
Few realized what fifty years would mean to both
electric lighting and football. The handful who
watched Yale and Princeton then has grown to tens
of thousands to-day. And the lamp that glowed for
forty hours in Edison's little laboratory made
possible to-day's billions of candle power of electric light. In honor of the pioneer achievement, and
of lighting progress, the nation this year observes
Light's Golden Jubilee.

It Can't Be Long Now
"The Blue Stocking" speaks of
the P C. gymnasium: "For several
years students .have enjoyed the
privilege of 'working out' on its
spacious floors, watching inter-collegiate contests within its walls,
lounging in its spacious lounge
room, and. dressing in its well-furnished locker rooms." The Clemson
cadets are eagerly watching the construction of our gym which is to
be complelted soon.

No Trouble Here
_"The Kentucky Kernel", with an
edition o ftwety-four pages, started
teh year of fwith a bang. A twocolumn article carried this warning"Officials may ban autos on campus
unless traffic congestion is solved
soon."
Here is bruoght to mind another
He—But you promised at the
advantage of Clemson. We are not
altar to obey me.
She—Of course.
I didn't want bothered with traffic congestion
on the campus.
to make a scene.

Much of this progress in lighting has been the achievement of college-trained men employed by General
Electric.

JOIN US IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
HOUR, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY AT 9 P.M., E.S.T. ON A NATIONWIDE N.B.C. NETWORK

95-717DH

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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THE YELLOW PERIL SWEEPS ON
on the skin. These minor injuries
will soon heal over and the Yellow
Peril will open full blast against
Auburn next Saturday. Here? Of
course, meet me at the game.

CLEMSON'S OFFENSE—DEFENSE
For the enefit of those Alumni who are bemoaning the lack
of a good defense for the Tigers after Saturday's game, please
remember that Davidson made exactly 4 first downs. For those
who think that the offense is off form, take notice—Clemson
32, Davidson 14. This is more points than Clemson had scored
on Davidson in their last five games played. Alumni, watch
Cody and his team and quit your moaning. The Tigers have
scored 100 points in their two games this season, what more
can you ask?
ANOTHER FOR THE TIGER
The rays of old Sol were beating down on enemy and foe
alike. The stands, ground, hill, and every other available site
for seating purposes were jammed. The referee tooted his
whistle and the game was on. At 5:30 all activities on the
gridiron had ceased. Clemson had added the Davidson Wildcats to her increasing string of victories. Clemson 32, Davidson 14. This was the second game of Cody's '29 product and
their points stand exactly on the century mark,

THE CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
And now fellows I appeal to you
for help for another cause.
The
cross country squad is sadly in need
of new material. They have Lineberger, Finn, Ellis, Cannon, and
Hearn from last year's squad, but
these are not enough. Come on out
boys—the team will stage a meet
with the Ga. Tech Team, and will
come in between the halves of the
Notre Dame-Tech game. That one
trip in itself is worth working for—
besides Clemson and the highly
coveted Block 'C. The squad works
out in the Big Gym every afternoon
at 4 P. M. See Manager Wilson
in room 337 for furter information.
CLEMSON WINS PROM DAVIDSON
32 TO 14; GAME FEATURED
BY MANY SPECTULAR PLAYS
(Continued from page One)
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game.
Harvin, Picklesimer, FordHAVE YOU SEEN THIS ONE?
ham and Hallman were the sophomores that contributed their bit. Gassawa Y
Guard
The outstanding members were McDy E ss
Center
Millan and Captain Padgett in their
Col L ins
Tackle
aerial act, Justus with his sweeping Gunnel L s
Guard
runs, Swofford and Woodruff with
J O nea
End
their line play, and the ramming,
S W offord
Tackle
crashing Bob McCarley.
Brohard, Captain Brock, Parrish,
P adgett
Back
McCall, and Mathis "whooped-it-up"'
HanE
Back
for the Wildcats.
Captain Brock
Wood R uff
End
was especially good in breaking up
McM I llan
Back
McC'-ar L ey
Tiger (plays. McCall's dash to glory
Back
and a touchd'own furnished, the miracle of the afternoon.
Now to give Asbill, Sowell, Yarborough, Gresham, Pickelsimer and
LINEUP
our own Johnny a shot we see the
Clemson (32) Pos. Davidson (14) state "rag'' in the bag.
Woodruff
LE
Brock (c)
C ollins
Tackle
Collins
Covington
LT
Center
Gres H am
Gunnels
LG
DeCamp
Y A rborough
Guard
Gresham
Mason
C
End
MaGill
Mathis Fordha M
RG
Back
P adgett
Swofford
Raker
RT
End
Asb I 11
Jones
Brown
RE
Back
S O well
Padgett (c)
QB
McCall
Guard
Gun
N
ells
Justus
LH
Brohard
Back
Ju S tus
McMillan
RH
Parrish
McCarley
FB
Fraley
Tackle
S wofford
Score by quarters:
Clemson
7 7 0 18—32
Back
Pi C kelsimer
Davidson
7 0 7 0—14

ball and. ran wild. During this period the Tigers were penalized for con
siderable distances. Clemson punted.
So did Davidson. The third quarter
ended with the score still 14 to 7.
Scoring:
Clemson, touchdowns,
Of course it goes without saying
Immediately after the beginning Justus, McCarley, Woodruff, Sowell. the S C stands for SOUTHERN
of the final period, "Goat" McMillan Padgett. Extra points, McCarley 2, CONFERENCE as well as SOUTH
let fly another of his now famous (placements)
Davidson
touch- CAROLINA.
[ passes, and "Foggy" Woodruff hug- downs, Parrish, McCall.
Extr"1
As usual, Davidson wad there fight- I
ing to the last ditch. Josh said, at M. I. mowed down Richmond 46 to ged th epigskin across the goal for points, Brock 2 (placenments.)
Clemson coaches are none too
Officials: Hartsell (N. C. State), well pleased with the rosy predicthe banquet Saturday night in the 0. Virginia beat Randolph-Macon 2? another score. But that did not stifle
Southern Manufacturers Club, that to 0. Alabama showed real class any of the Tiger spirit. For three referee; Major (Auburn), umpire; tiotions in some quarters that th&
(Auburn),
headlinesman; Tigers will be undefeated, this year.
had his team let up for a single against Mississippi College, winning quarters, the -big Bengal beast had Brice,
minute they would, have been beat- 4 8 to 0. Washington and 'Lee, L. been very much annoyed. So just to Rawson (Georgia), field judge.
While Clemson has some good maen.
' '
terial, there are numerous points
S. U.. Duke, and Tennessee won prove that they had. not done much
Clemson made her five touch- easy victories over light opposition. so far, they opened with another
where the squad might be bolstered
downs by marching straight down Dan McGugin sat back and smiled "the worst is yet to come", "Goaf DIXIE BLACKBIRDS MINSTREL up, and it is for from being an
the field through the line, mixing while Vauderbilt romped over Miss- McMillan furnishing the theme song.
Plenty of fun for everyone
outfit of fininshed performers. A
Padgett swooped in theaerial messthose deadly passes of Goat McMil- issippi University 19 to 7.
creditable season is expected, but
Come and get your share.
age and waitzed across to the tune
lan's with the line thrusts and end
the "undefeated, season" talk is
Pay your mon, bring your hon
of "I'll tell the world!" Davidson
runs of Johnnie Justus. Davidson BILL LAVAL AND THE
rather far-fetched.
You'll find {plenty of cheer
made her points by playing the ball
CAROLINA GAMECOCKS stands, still standing, were singing
every second of the game. Her first
The University of South Carolina "Hold that line" for the previous
♦x<
McCarley missed the
touchdown came after Parish had opened the season with a victory touchdown.
■made a 73 yard return of a kickoff. over the Erskine Seceders.
The placement.
A phantom received the Tiger
He was run 'down hy Capt. Padgett Gamecocks showed brilliant form in
on the Tiger's 13 yard. line. The the first half and it eneded with kick-off, and flashed unseen through
Wild Cats failed to make the first Carolina leading 26 to 0. The sec- to tally another touchdown for Dadown in two tries and on the fourth, ond half was all Erskine's, how- vidson. The Cat stands seemed to
when it semeed that their hope3 ever, and the Gamecocks could click crawl with colors and, screeching
ARE READY TO SERVE YOU
were in vain, the inevitable hap- no more. Erskine lacked the final students. The play was a miracle
rened.
The runner was tackled driving power or the score would in itself, and something rarely seen.
"Cleaners Who Clean"
for what seemed a sure loss, and the have been different. As it was they Its suddenness dazed even the Daball would have been Clemson's on scored only once. Reid, Parkinson vidson players. McCall is the little
OPEN FROM 7 TO 7
the downing—but—it wasn't, for and Hambright again flashed bril- back that Davidson students will tell
the Davidson man fumbled the ball liantly in that far-famed aerial their girls about from now on. And
Student Representatives
and Parish recovered behind the attack.
This was the first game he deserves it. Score 26 to 14.
McCall's sprint unbalanced the !
'Johnny" Justus.Room 719 -:- Bert Martin,Room 167
goal for a touchdown. In the fourth of the Birds, so it is a certainty
cuarter, McCall, of Davidson, took that Laval will be set for Clemson Cats and the Tiger started a drive
the kickoff on his 15 yard line and Fair week—What a battle it will be! down the field in earnest. Sowell,
McCarley, and Hallman chewed, tore,
ran straight for a touchdown. "Not
a single Clemson man touched him OTHER SOUTH CAROLINA TEAMS and, ground the Cats to bits—then ♦I*
;
nor did he dodge or sidestep a single
The powerful Chattanooga team Sowell took the leather-covered arplayer. All he had to do was run. set Furman back, in her quest for ticle over. The kick for point failed.
and baby, he certainly did run.
S. I. A. A. honors, 2 0 to 7. Citadel Score 3 2 to 14. The final whistle
The Clemson team seemed affected showed real power and romped on? stopped a steam-rolling bunch of Tiby the heat and were heavy on their the Newbery Indians 59 to 0. "Better gers who were rollicking down the [::
feet throughout the contest. Josh watch the Cadets". Wofford downed field in high, and headed for another
took all this in, though, and it's a High Point 18 to 6 winning with touchdown.
The game itself was a colorful and
certainty that there will be some much more ease than the score
tall stepping against Auburn here indicates. P. C. took a hard fought exciting one despite the heat. CharSaturday.
battle from Lenoir-Rhyne 15 to 0. lotte and surrounding towns turned :"
Bob 'Swofford, the pride of GaffThe Palmetto elevens had a nicfc out in goodly numbers to have a
Manufactured by U.. S. Rubber Co.
ney, was in his old time form and week, losing only one out-of-state look-see at the famous Tiger team
boy, listen, if he isn't placed on the contest.
At least the South has And the "Yellow Peril" did not disAll-Southern this year it will be gotten football teams that not only appoint anyone except the scouts of
because there are three All-Ameri- compare favorably with the Northern future opponents. Clemson had litcans that keep him out, Savvy?
elevens, but in many instances are tle trouble in gaining ground when
the yards were needed.
"
far better.
For Clemson, the whole team exAUBURN HERE SATURDAY
24-Inch Bottoms
hibited power and plenty of rugged
Saturday afternoon the Tigers of
ARMY LOCKERS
DRILL and DRESS SHOES
the hills will act as hosts to the THE BANQUET IN CHARLOTTF strength—even considering the heat.
The Alumni chapter at Charlotte Woodruff and Jones teamed, together
Tigers of the plains when Clemson
KHAKI UNION-ALLS BLACK TIES SOCKS
meets Auburn on Riggs Field. Last is to be congratulated on the ban- excellently. Dick Magill played his
Year Clemson won by a score of quet given to the Clemson team old-time rip-roaring game. Swofford
CLEMSON PENNANTS
6 to 0 and the Plainsmen will be out and coaches. The team through this I and Collins lived up to their repuj
tations
in
the
old
Tiger
way.
Gresfor blood. Joe Guyons word can be column wishes to thank the Alumni
taken that Auburn has a tough team for the banquet and for the services ! ham drew blood, time and again.
COMPLETE Assortment of General MERCHANDISE
this year. They downed Birming- rendered them during their stay in ■ Justus was the Limited running on
ham-Southern 6 to 0 Friday night the fair city. Clemson plays there schedule time with a cou(ple of hours
7n their opener.
again next year, and the hoys are to spare. McMillan of the insured
looking forward to the contest with arm yo-yoed at will and as often. ¥
Captain Padgett deserves more than
pleasure in their eyes and hearts.
CONFERENCE TEAMS
credit for his generalship and interThe Southern Conference teams
THE TIGERS ARE FIT
ference. He led his teammates all
Better Goods and Better Prices
opened u|p in full blast Saturday
The Tigers came through the up and down the field. Then the
with Georgia being picked 13 to 7 game Saturday with only a few juggernaut, Bob McCarley, came
by Oglethorpe. It was a rude and scratches and lime burns. It seems crashing through with the goods
.iarring upset for the followers of that the lime was unslacked that both on line cracking and his placethe Bull Dogs.
Florida romped marked off the field and such lime ments. Sowell, the young minute- x
over Southern College 54 t 0. V. penetrates pretty deeply when it gets man added his power to top the HB^aBHBHBBHaBBEEaBBBBBHHBBBBHBHaHHHHBBiaBBBBBBHgEHgBBHH
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CLEMSON TIGER HEAD SLIGKERS
HEAVY NAVY DOCKS

I. L. KELLER

$2,00

